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Abstract
We point out, that clcaliasing of Doppler weather radar velocity measurements is identical to the problem
of phase unwrapping encountered in radar and optical interfcrometry. A technique developed for phase
unwrapping in interferornctric synl,hctic aperture radar is described and successfully applied to weather
radar velocity dealiasing.

1 Introduction
]n pulsed l)op])]cr weather radar syskn]s, the maximum velocity whic]l cart t,c unambiguously measured
V. is limikd by the pulse repetition frequency (1’RIP). Velocities greater than v. arc aliased into the
range (–vG, Va). ‘J’hc trrrc velocity v is related to the rneasure[] velocity V n , by v == v,,, + 2rrva, where n,
the Nyquist number, specifies the ali~sing interval. ’10 recov(r the true wind field, the measured wind
field must be dcaliascd. This can be thought of as a two step process.

‘J’hc first, which we call the

relative velocity step, produces a velocity field t}lat is correct in the sense that the velocities in each
connected, or spatially continuous, region differ from each othrr by tbc correct amount. once complete,
the velocities in each regio~l are either correct or are i]lcorrect by the same ]nultip]c of 2va. ‘1’be second
step in dcaliasillg is dctcrrnination of the correct multiple of 2va for cacb ccr)lllected region. ‘This step
attempts to produce the correct absolute velocity. Recent, algorithms for the velocity dealiasing problem
include IIcrgen and Albcrs (1988), Eilts and Smith (1990), a]ld Jing and Wiener (1993).
‘J’hc dcaliasing problem has also been considered i], field of interferornetry in both radar and optical
settings. (Goldstciu et al. 1988, llrrnt]cy 1989, Ghilia and Itomero 1990, Cusack et al. 1995). In the
interfcromet,ric measurement process, the true phase is aliased into the interval (-T, T). The true pbasc
# is related to tbc ~neasured phase q$r,, by ~ = @n, + 271n, where

n,

the Nyquist number, specifies the

alias interval. Recovery of the true phase requires dealiasin~, the measured phase and is identical to
the weather radar velocity dcaliasing problem, As irl velocity dealiasing, the ])hase dealiasing problem
often requires two steps. The first, called phase unwrapping, creates a consistent, phase field in each
conncctcd region. ‘J’he second, absolute phase determination, finds the correct multiple of 2rr to add to
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each region.
Although dcaliasing is common to both Doppler weather radar and interferornetry, the methods that
have been cleveloped

in the two areas are different. It is the purpose of this uotc to show how a technique

from interfcrornetry phase unwrapping can be applied to weather. radar velocity dealiasing. We first
discuss tllc algorithm itself and then show examJ]lcs of its ap],licatio~l to weather radar measurements.
We consider only the problem of relative velocity dcterminatic)]l within a con] lected region. Tbc absolute
velocity determination problem often requires environmental wind i~lfor]nat, ion a~ld is not considered
here.

2 Description of Technique
In both the weather radar and intcrfcrometry problems, it is assumed that [he true field is continuous.
IIencc, when a sharp jump in the measured field is el, countere{l, it is assunle{i that aliasing has occurcd,
and the field is adjusted to remove (or minimize) the disco] [tinuity. ‘1’his J)rocedure can be thought
of as forming the gradient of the measured field, adjusting tl[e derivative field so that the derivatives
are witbin desired limits, and then integrating the result. This siml)lc proc.edurc works well in high
SNIL cases. }Iowcvcr, when SNR is low, errors which

J)rOpa~iLk

throughout, large areas can occur. In

Goldstciu et al (1 988) it was noted that these problem areas can be identified by a dependence of
the result on the direction of dealiasing. I)ea]iasing along range and thc]l axi)lluth Jjroduced d i f f e r e n t
results from dcaliasing alo]lg

ZtZimUt}l

and then range. ‘1’hcse results call be understood by considering

the gradient of the measured field. A vector field which is the p,radient of a scalar field has a line integral
which is independent of the integration J)athj and tllc li]le i~]tegral arou]]d ally closed path is zero. A
prob]cln may occur, however, when the gradient is adjusted to remove a discontinuity. When noise is
p r e s e n t , tlie adjusted gradient may no longer J.)c the gradicllt of a scalar field. in this case the line
int,cgral becomes path dependent, explaining the finding by (Joldstei][ et al (1 988).
%vcral possible approaches to the rloise problem have bee), suggested. IU lhmgen and Albers (1988)
mediall filtering is applied to the velocity field before dealiasing to remove ]loise. In I?ilts and Smith
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(1 990) various heuristically derived checks and comparisons are used to detect problem areas during
dcaliasing. ‘1’hc algorithm is fast, generally works well, and is the basis of the WSIL-881)

operational

algorithm. In Jing and Wiener (1993) the noise problem is handled hy using a least squares technique
rather than an integration of the corrected gradient. Their approach is somewhat similar to the least
squares method of Ghiglia and Romcro (1989) in the phase unwrapping literature. An improved least
squares phase unwrapping technique was presented in Song et al. (1 995) ill the context of magnetic
resonaucc imaging.
Ilcre, we use the technique of Goldstein et al. (1988), hereafter referred to as GZW. ‘1’he method
was dcve]oped for intcrferometric synthetic aperture radar ancl was indepcndclli,ly proposed by Hunt,ley
(1 989) at[d fur-thcr developed in Cusack et al. (1 995). As mentioned previously, the line integral around
a closed loop should be zero if the integral of the field is to be path inpendendeut. Thus, problcm areas
can be identified by examining the line integral arourld each of the smallest possible units of the field,
namely, a 4 point square. “J1his quantity can be conveniently calculated directly from the measured field
velocity using:

5(771, 71) = [(v(m +-

+ [(v(77h ‘n +-

1, n) – v(m, n))/2Lra] -}- [(t)(rn -t 1, n + 1) -

v(7fL -t

1, ?t))/2va]

1) – V(m + 1,71 -t 1))/2va] + [(v(m, n) -- V(?n, 71 +- 1))/2va]

(1)

where [ ] denotes the operation of finding the closest integer. I:igure 1 shows velocity data that appeared
as an example in l}ilt,s and Smith (1 990), The first set of data is the true velocity field. ‘I>he next set
of data is the aliased rneasurcment of the true field, with v. equal to 20 rrl/s. ‘1’he last column is the
result of applying (1) to the aliased data and is non-zero only for the box shown. ‘J’his same problem
area was found by a heuristic check in the Eilts and Smith (1 990) algorithm. llcre it is identified by a
rigorous Inathematical test.
‘1’hc GZW technique precedes by evaluating (1) for each point in tile field. l’oints with non-zero s are
called residues, and their locations are saved. Next, branch cuts are created, connecting residues with
opposite sig[l. ‘1’hese branch cuts are analogous to tllc branch cuts in cc)rnj)lex arlalysis, and integration
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across thcm is forbidden. The adjusted gradient is then integrated, taking care to avoid branch cuts.
Any integration path which avoids crossing a branch cut nlay be used; tlie results are independent
of the chosen path. It should be noted that the choice of I,ranch cuts is IIot unique and is still the
subject of research. l’he optimum choice appears to be that which minimizes the total cut length.
Unfortunately, an exhaustive search is not practical, so othc] methods arc used. GZW uses a nearest
neighbor algorithm, and the problem is discussed in detail in Cusack et al. (1 995).

3 Results
We initially applied the algorithm to data acquired by the NASA/J P], AI{.M A IL airborne radar (Drrrden
et al. 1994). ‘1’his system operates on the NASA I) C-8 aircraft,. IIecausc Althi A1-t looks downward and
usually has Va of 22

m/s,

aliasing is rare. }Iowevcr, wc were al)le to find cases where alia.sing occurecl in

me~sure~ncnts of the eyewall in Cyclone oliver durirlg 10GA COARE in the Western Pacific Ocean in
early 1993. ‘1’he algorithm successfully dealiased the data, although, because of the high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), few residues were found. In this case even a sim~,le algorithm would have worked properly.
A ~norc challenging data set was acquired try the WSR-88D radar in Melbourne, F], on March 13, 1993,
as a squall lillc was approacl]ing from the northwest.

The rildar w a s o p e r a t e d w i t h a 1020” IIz 1’1~~,

giving a Va of 26.5 m/s. Ilecause of the nearly 200 km distalice of the squall line from the radar, the
SNlt was rather

1 0 W . Figure 2a

shows a portion of the squall line in ra~lgc- angle coordinates. “1’hese

data have been range dcaliascd but not velocity dcaliasecl. Regions with sudden velocity changes can be
noted in various portions of the image. IIecause of the low SNR, Figure 2a has 113 residues scattered
t h r o u g h o u t . l’igure 2b shows the same area after clealiasing with the GZW’ algorithm. Agreement of
ligurc 2b with independent velocity measurements and with the output, of the wS1t-88D operational
algorithln is gcllcrally goocl, although several small areas al,pcar to be i n c o r r e c t , i n c l u d i n g i s o l a t e d
range bins not connected to t}]e main region.

.

4 Conclusions
We have noted that the phase unwrapping and velocity dealiasing problc]ns are identical and that
techniques developed for one problem are applicable to the ot her. We described one phase unwrapping
technique developed for intcrfcrometric synthetic aperture radar. Tile tcc.hniquc

is able to locate and

handle inconsistencies in the velocity field in a rnathenlatically rigorous nianncr. The technique was
used to successfully dcalias both ARMAR ancl Nl~X I{ Al) data in conucctccl

regions.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. l’~xanlp]e velocity data from Eilts and Smith (1990) showing; true and slimed velocity fields
(nl/s) and the results of applying Equation (1) to the aliased field.

l’igure 2. illustration of algorithm performance for WSR-88D data. a) ILaw (aliased) velocities. b)
l)ealiased velocities using GZW algorithm. The velocity scale is froln -40 tn/s (black) to +40 nl/s
(light gray). IIad or non-existing data is white.

~hC ]lOrhOIl~ZLl L3XiS iS i_iiIlge, VZLryiIlg

fronl ] 55

km at left to 230 km at right . lhe vertical axis is aiiirnuth angle, varying froln 240° at the top
of the i~nages to 360° at the bottom.
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